1 Write the *ing* form of the verbs.

Example: stop **stopping**

1 swim ______

2 play ______

3 run ______

4 fly ______

5 do ______

6 watch ______

2 Match the phrases to make sentences.

Example: While my mother was cooking, **b**

1 While the children were doing a test, ___

2 While we were doing homework inside, ___

3 While I was sleeping, ___

4 While my brother was diving, ___

   a the teacher was watching them.

   b my sister was clearing the table.

   c I was dreaming about fish and coral.

   d I was reading on the beach.

   e other children were playing outside.
3 Complete the sentences. Use the past continuous form of the words in the box.

Example: While my family was eating the picnic, I _______ _______ a kite.

1 While my sister was helping our mother, I _______ _______ my homework.

2 While the girls were shopping, the boys _______ _______ football.

3 While my friends were arriving at school, I _______ _______ to get there in time.

4 While Heba was listening to music, Zeinab _______ _______ TV.

5 While the boys were diving, the fish _______ _______ around them.

4 Join the words to make compound nouns. Then choose two and draw pictures. Label the pictures.

foot  ground

home  shell

play  ball

super  work

sea  market
5 Answer the questions. Use compound nouns.

Example: What has two wheels and an engine and goes fast? Motorbike

1 Where do you go to catch a plane? ________

2 Where do you go to buy books? ________

3 What do people read for news about the world? ________

4 In what sport mustn’t the ball touch the ground? ________